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PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

✓ President-elect Joseph R. Biden Jr.
✓ Vice President-elect Kamala Harris
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PRESIDENTIAL BIG PICTURE
✓ Former Vice President Joe Biden became president-elect this past weekend, limiting
the current president to one term which hasn’t happened since 1992 with George
H.W. Bush; the race was called after Pennsylvania and Nevada were projected to give
Biden more than the 270 Electoral College votes needed to secure the presidency.
✓ President Donald Trump rejected the outcome and has claimed widespread voting
irregularities without evidence and filed lawsuits; so far, none of Trump’s lawsuits
have gained traction or demonstrated that the results of the election can be
overturned.
✓ When he takes office, Biden, who turns 78 on Nov. 20, will be the oldest presidentelect in U.S. history; California Senator Kamala Harris, 56, will be the first woman
and the first multiracial person to serve as vice president, being of both Black and
South Asian descent.
✓ Biden's transition timing is likely to be akin to Barack Obama’s in 2008, when almost
all nominations were announced in December, though the team is prioritizing filling
senior roles related to the pandemic and building out the White House staff.
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ELECTORAL COLLEGE
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POPULAR VOTE
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH TURNOVER
✓ A change of President means a change of the entire Executive Administration – which
results in turnover of political appointees, including the senior leadership at most
government agencies, including several with oversight over our industry:
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH TURNOVER
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117th CONGRESS
Senate control TBD
Democrats remain in control of the House

?

U.S. Senate
50-R v. 48-D
2 runoffs
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House of Representatives
222-D v. 206-R
7 uncalled / runoff

SENATE BREAKDOWN
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SENATE BALANCE OF POWER
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SENATE BIG PICTURE
✓ Both parties are preparing for Senate control to remain in flux until January, when
Georgia’s two Senate seats will be decided in runoff elections.
✓ The chamber will currently have 50 Republicans and 46 Democrats and 2
Independents (who caucus with the Democrats).
✓ For Democrats to control the chamber, they would need to win both Georgia runoff
races because they’d have the tie-breaking vote from Vice President Kamala Harris;
in this scenario Democrats would have full control of government -- albeit by the
slimmest of margins -- as they’re likely to control the House by just a handful of
seats.
✓ For Republicans to remain in control of the chamber, they would need to win just one
of the two Georgia runoff races. If this occurs, Kentucky Republican Mitch
McConnell is poised to stay as majority leader, and the Senate would be able to check
Democratic initiatives from the Democratically controlled House and White House.
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HOUSE BREAKDOWN
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HOUSE BALANCE OF POWER
Democrats

Republicans

215

196
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HOUSE BIG PICTURE
✓ Democrats remain in control of the House but fell short of expanding their majority in the
face of Republican strength.
✓ At least seven Democratic incumbents lost their seats; among those defeated were six
elected in the 2018 “blue wave” that swept the party into the majority, as well as
Agriculture Chairman Collin Peterson, who has represented his Minnesota district since
1991.
✓ With the losses and the failure to flip targeted GOP seats in Illinois, Ohio and Texas,
Speaker Nancy Pelosi has less room to maneuver and faced questions from House
Democrats about her strategy and priorities leading up to the election, although she is
expected to be reelected as Speaker.
✓ As Speaker, Pelosi will also likely face more pressure from the progressive left; New
York’s Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez easily won re-election and will be joined by several more
self-described progressive members who have replaced more centrist Democrats.
✓ Democratic tensions will build leading up to the 2022 elections; the party in control of the
White House historically loses seats in midterms, and Democrats will have a narrower
majority to defend heading into that election.
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GOVERNOR RACES
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STATE TRANSPORTATION BALLOT
INITIATIVES
✓ Despite uncertainty over how voters would respond to major bond and tax measures
during the pandemic, voters approved a vast range of major transportation measures.
✓ In California, Proposition 22 was approved by nearly 60 percent of voters. Proposition 22
overturned a statewide law classifying ridehail and delivery app drivers as employees,
rather than independent contractors, entitling them to standard benefits including health
and unemployment insurance, and sick leave.
✓ Voters approved most major transit measures – among the largest of any of the measures
on the ballot this year in terms of scope and revenue generated – by overwhelming
margins.
✓ Alongside major victories for transit, many state/local transportation funding measures
were also approved overwhelmingly by voters – many paid for by small hikes in sales tax
or bonds.
✓ One sizeable measure was rejected by voters. In Kootenai County, Idaho, voters rejected a
proposed increase in vehicle registration fees ($25 for motorcycles, $50 for all other
vehicles) that would have raised $540 million for roadway projects.
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DATES TO WATCH
Nov. 10: Senate Republican leadership elections – McConnell & Schumer reelected
Week of Nov. 16: House Democratic leadership elections
Dec. 8: “Safe Harbor” deadline for a state to document how it concluded a contested vote
Dec. 14: Electoral College delegations meet and vote
Jan. 3, 2021: 117th Congress officially convenes, but likely to shift to Monday, Jan. 4

Jan. 5: Georgia Senate runoff elections
Jan. 6: Joint Session of Congress to count electoral votes and declare official results
Jan. 20: Presidential inauguration
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LAME DUCK SESSION
✓ Additional COVID Relief?
✓ CERTS Act Prospects
✓ Extra $300 federal unemployment expires December 31
✓ Government funding (i.e. Appropriations) expires on Friday,

December 11, 2020
✓ House passed majority of their bills prior to election
✓ Senate introduced all 12 of their bills on November 10

✓ Limited Calendar – House and Senate only scheduled to be in-session for about 20
more days for the 116th Congress
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Questions?
Thank you!
*******************
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